SCOSCHE MAGCD2 MagicMount Universal CD Slot Magnetic Mount
Holder for Mobile Devices, Black Review-2021

PHONE MOUNT FOR VERSATILE USE: Safely and quickly secure a mobile device to any CD
player slot in the car, home or office
MAGNETIC MOUNT: This phone mount comes with adjustable slot lock knob and powerful
Rare-Earth neodymium magnets that provide a secure grip to your devices
OPTIMAL VIEWING: With 4-Axis, 360 Degree adjustable head and enhanced soft touch rubber
lock-nut, this dash mount allows viewing from any angle
CONVENIENT DESIGN: Integrated cable clip secures the charging cable to the SCOSCHE
MagicMount and the cradle-free design permits safe, easy one-handed use and access to all
controls and ports
INCLUDED IN PACKAGE: (1) Magnetic CD Slot Mount, (2) MagicPlates, (1) Protective film and (1)
User manual; Comes with 3 year warrantyHighlights:
Secures a phone holder to any CD slot in car, home or office
360 Degree adjustable head
Secure grip with strong magnets
Adjustable slot lock knob
Cradle-free design
SCOSCHE MAGCD2 MagicMount Universal CD Slot Magnetic Mount Holder, Black
For Phone
The MagicMount is a magnetic car CD slot phone mount for conveniently mounting your smartphone
to the dashboard of your car, desks and other surfaces. The powerful neodymium magnets and an
adjustable slot lock knob allows you to safely secure a phone holder to any CD player slot.
Cradle-free design permits safe and the 4-Axis adjustable head and rubber lock-nut allow for optimal
viewing.
Features:
Strong MagicMount Magnets
Comes with magnets that provide a secure grip to your devices.
Adjustable Head for Optimal View
360 Degree adjustable head with soft touch rubber lock-nut for optimal viewing from any angle.
Integrated Cable Clip
Secure the charging cable to the mount with the integrated cable clip.
Versatile Phone Mount
Adjustable slot lock knob allows you to safely secure a phone holder to any CD player slot.
About SCOSCHE Industries
Founded in 1980, SCOSCHE was born from, and runs on our passion for cool vehicles, amazing
sounds, the great outdoors, travel, motor sports, horsepower and voltage. Weâ€™re a company of
gear-heads, drivers, surfers, racers, riders, tech buffs, tech users, innovators, and relentless
pursuers of perfection. We never get stuck in the past or in the mud.
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